**Students**

- **Total Number of Students**
  - 2013/14: 63,186
  - 2014/15: 65,316
  - 2015/16: 65,316

- **Student Numbers**
  - 2012/13: 50,100
  - 2013/14: 58,000
  - 2014/15: 63,186
  - 2015/16: 65,316

- **Human Resources**
  - 2013: 1,672
  - 2014: 1,856
  - 2015: 1,895

**Origins of Students (2013/14)**

- **State of North Rhine-Westphalia**: 19,900
- **Other German federal states**: 10,049
- **State of North Rhine-Westphalia**: 7,352
- **International students only**: 5,363
- **Total**: 44,217
- **External Funds/Faculties (Financial Year 2015)**
  - **Total**: 5,010

**Development of Staff (January 2016)**

- **Male/Female**: 197/217
- **Total**: 414

**Organisational Unit**

- **Academic staff**
  - **Total**: 13,644
  - **Non-academic staff**: 7,195

- **External Funded Staff**
  - **Total**: 1,754

**Fineses**

- **Budget (in thousands €)**
  - **Total**: 191,739

- **External Funds Spent (in thousands €)**
  - **Total**: 44,217

**Positions/Faculties (January 2016)**

- **Academic staff**
  - **Total**: 13,644
  - **Non-academic staff**: 7,195

- **External Funded Staff**
  - **Total**: 1,754

**External Funds/Faculties (Financial Year 2015)**

- **Total**: 5,010

**External Funds Spent (in thousands €)**

- **Total**: 44,217
Executive Board

President
Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Schäfer

Vice President for Operations
Siemen Probst

Vice President for Academics
Prof. Dr. Rüdiger Kabst

Vice President for Research and junior academics
Prof. Dr. Christine Silberhorn

Faculties

I Faculty of Arts and Humanities
Department of English and American Studies, Department of Educational Science, Department of Protestant Theology, Department of German Studies and Comparative Literature Studies, History Department, Department of Social and Human Sciences (Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology), Department of Catholic Theology, Department of Art, Music and Textiles, Department of Media Studies, Department of Romance Languages, Language Seminar Detmold/Paderborn

II Faculty of Business Administration and Economics
Department 1: Management, Department 2: Taxation, Accounting and Finance, Department 3: Business Information Systems, Department 4: Economics, Department 5: Business and Human Resource Management, Department 6: Law

III Faculty of Science
Department of Physics, Department of Chemistry, Department of Mathematics

IV Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Sixties professorships, five interdisciplinary research facilities

V Faculty of Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Mathematics
Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Department of Computer Science, Department of Mathematics

67 Degree Programmes

• Bachelor’s
• Master’s
• Doctoral studies

Research

Key Research Areas
• Digital Humanities
• Intelligent Technical Systems
• Light-weight Design with Hybrid Systems
• Optoelectronics and Photonics

DFG Collaborative Research Centres
• On-The-Fly Computing (DFG) project
• Tailored Nonlinear Photonics: From Fundamental Concepts to Functional Structures (SFB/TRR 44)

Graduate Schools
• Automation – Cultural Techniques of Complexity Reduction
• Energy- and Cost-Efficient Extreme Lightweight Design with Hybrid Materials
• Design of Flexible Work Environments – Human-Centred Use of Cyber Physical Systems in Industry 4.0
• Individual Support: Competence Development in Vocational Education
• International Graduate School of Intelligent Systems in Automation Technology (SSAI)
• Climate Engineering
• Wires- and Nanostuctures in Optoelectronics and Photonics

Interdisciplinary Research Institutes
• Centre of Excellence “Music – Edition – Media” University of Paderborn, the University of Music Detmold and the Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of Applied Sciences
• Centre for Comparative Theology and Cultural Studies (SKK)
• Centre for Gender Studies (ZGE)
• Centre for Optoelectronics and Photonics Paderborn (CoOPP)
• Centre for Sustainable Energy Technology (KTI)
• Herz-Nüsch Institute (HNI)
• Institute for Lightweight Design with Hybrid Systems (LHi)
• Musikos Seminar Detmold/Paderborn

Paderborn Centre for Educational Research and Teacher Training (PLAZ)
• Paderborn Centre for Parallel Computing (PCC)
• Paderborn Centre for Advanced Studies (PACES)
• Paderborn Institute for Scientific Computation (PSoC)
• Software Innovation Lab (SI-Lab)

Fraunhofer Institutions
• Fraunhofer Research Institute for Design of Mechanosystems (IEM)
• Fraunhofer EMAS, Department of Advanced Systems Engineering

Joint Ventures
• C-LAB – Cooperative Computing & Communication Laboratory – Joint research and development laboratory operated by Atos and Paderborn University
• DMRC – Direct Manufacturing Research Centre – A consortium of 15 partners and Paderborn University
• K’s ORL – BMBF Leading Edge Cluster „Intelligent Technical Systems OrdifBreifAnLyppe“
• L-LAB – Research Centre for Lighting Engineering and Mechanotics. Public Private Partnership between Helia KG Hoeck & Co, Hannover-Paderborn University of Applied Sciences and Paderborn University
• SCIP – Software Innovation Campus Paderborn – A Cooperation of Paderborn University with the Fraunhofer IO Group Design for Mechanosystems, and Ten Partners

DFG Research Units
• Dynamics of Electron Transfer Processes at Transition Metal Centres in Biological and Biomimetic Systems
• Micro- and Nanostructures in Optoelectronics and Photonics
• Islamic Theology
• International Graduate School of Intelligent Systems in Information Technology – DFG Collaborative Research Centres
• Optoelectronics and Photonics
• Lightweight Design with Hybrid Systems
• Intelligent Technical Systems
• Digital Humanities

Contacts

Paderborn University
Weburger Str. 110
D-33098 Paderborn
Germany
05921-60 – 0

Student Hotline
05921-60 – 50

Student Advisory Service
Chat: www.upb.de/zsb
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President
05251-60 – 35, 59

Vice-President for Operations
05251-60 – 55, 07

Advisory Board
05251-60 – 35, 07

PR and Communications
05251-60 – 35, 75, 75

Networking and Fundraising
05251-60 – 35, 54

Research Unit EU
05251-60 – 35, 64

External Funding Advice
05251-60 – 24, 94

International Office
05251-60 – 24, 52, 52

University Sports Unit
05251-60 – 24, 76

Student Union (ASwA)
05251-60 – 31, 74

University Library
05251-60 – 20, 47

Information and Media Technology Centre (MIT)
05251-60 – 23, 98

Alumni Paderborn
05251-60 – 20, 74

Student Services Paderborn
05251-60 – 20, 74

The OWL Student Fund
05251-60 – 52, 54

University Archive
05251-60 – 20, 26, 21, 38
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